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How to log in

https://www.learning-agreement.eu/
How to log in

Access with your Home University credentials
How to log in

Your name

Your email address
Create your account

Fill in the form with your personal information
Create your Learning Agreement
Select your mobility type

- Semester Mobility
- Short-term Doctoral Mobility
- Blended Mobility with Short-term Physical Mobility

Choose one of the three mobility types that are proposed
1 – Student Information
2 – Sending Institution Information

Sending Institution

Responsible Person

Contact Person
3 – Receiving Institution Information

Receiving Institution

Responsible Person

Contact Person
4 – Preliminary Learning Agreement

Add your study programme at the Receiving Institution in Table A

Add the recognition you want to obtain at the Sending Institution in Table B
5 – Virtual Components

Should you choose any virtual component, add them to Table C
6 – Commitment

Add your signature to the final commitment and click on «Sign and send»: your Learning Agreement will be received by your Coordinators.
THANK YOU!